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Abstract: An axial-flow cooling fan was taken as the research object in this paper, and a certain
number of simulation models with different blade-guiding fin shapes were established. The methods
of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), circumferential vorticity (CV) analysis and the response
surface method (RSM) based on the design of experiments (DOE) method were all employed. The
main external flow characteristics of the cooling fan, the blade surface pressure distribution, the
static pressure efficiency and the fan power were obtained and compared. The relationships between
the pneumatic performance and the fin shape parameters were subsequently investigated by the
DOE method. The results obtained in this paper showed that a change in the fin height had a great
influence on the pneumatic performance, while changes in its thickness had less of an influence. For
the cooling fan studied in this paper, by adding reasonable structure-guiding fins onto the cooling fan
blade, the static pressure efficiency was increased by a maximum of 7.6%. The research results have a
good guiding significance regarding the srtructure design and optimization of axial cooling fans.

Keywords: axial-flow cooling fan; pneumatic performance; blade-guiding fin; simulation models;
response surface method

1. Introduction

Axial-flow cooling fans are an important part of the cooling systems of car engines. In
order to meet the needs of high-performance air-cooled cooling systems, the development
of cooling fans with a high pneumatic performance is very important. The modern research
processes of cooling fans mainly include setting up a numerical simulation model through
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) based on the experimental method, performing data
post-processing obtained from the simulations and performing shape optimization.

In order to capture more details of fan flow fields, more and more scholars are paying
attention to simulation technology (Ge et al. [1]; Ding et al. [2]; Foti [3]). Moreover, this
technique can effectively reduce experimental costs, so it has been used to design and
optimize the structure of cooling fans. The flow fields of cooling fans are composed of
various vortices. These vortices have different sizes and vector directions that form and
develop on fluid machine surfaces and are closely related to the efficiency of these machines.

Horia et al. [4] studied the boundary vorticity dynamics (BVD) theory in depth. Based
on the BVD and circumferential vorticity (CV) theories, the CV distribution pattern will
directly affect the flow capacity of a fan. The CV should be confined within the near-wall
region as much as possible and should not be diffused into the main stream. If the flow
capacity is improved and the blockage is reduced, the positive CV should occupy a larger
radial position, while the negative CV should occupy a smaller radial position to improve
the spatial moment. Peng et al. [5] studied the external flow field of an automobile cooling
fan (ACF) and optimized the ACF shape. Lei et al. [6] employed the theory dynamics based
on the physical–mathematical relationship between the flow field characteristic variables
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to optimize a multi-stage axial-flow compressor and achieved considerable results. Liu
et al. [7] employed the theory mentioned above to the axial-cooling fan redesign process
and flow field analysis of axial-flow turbines and obtained the distribution of the negative
CV on the blade surfaces. CV analysis can quickly locate the shape design defects of
fluid machinery and improve the development efficiency of fluid machines by optimizing
their structures.

Yoon et al. [8] explored the fundamental factors affecting the pneumatic performance
of axial-flow fans and carried out a large number of experimental studies on the flow field
on blade surfaces in early 2004. Parker et al. [9] demonstrated that both a positive and
negative CV were distributed on the surface of low-flow axial-flow fan blades, which led to
pressure gradients and induced tip leakage, finally reducing the mechanical performance.
The results of Zhou et al. [10] also confirmed that the above phenomenon also existed in
the flow field of turbine machinery. In order to eliminate or reduce these differences, it is
necessary to change the vortex distribution by changing the blade surface structure.

Ge et al. [11] suggested that “Bionic Structures” could effectively improve the fluid
dynamics performance for cooling fans. Hua et al. [12] added a “Fin-like” fin structure to
the pressure surface of a turbine fan blade. The structure could guide the air flow to adapt to
the complex flow field, change the vorticity distribution and blade surface pressure profile
and improve tip leakage; thus, the static pressure efficiency could be improved effectively.

Jameson et al. [13] first proposed the concept of fluid mechanical structure parame-
terization and the optimal design of systems and successfully applied the concept in the
aerospace field. However, the relationship between pneumatic performance and the design
variables of the shape is manifold and complex. For example, hydrostatic efficiency is
positively related to hydrostatic pressure and negatively related to the fan power. Based on
this point, the design principles of cooling fans should focus on the following: decreasing
the fan power and improving the static pressure lift capacity to overcome the engine cabin
impedance. Therefore, it is necessary to find a kind of balanced design and an effective
shape optimization method to optimize the design of fans.

Xiao et al. [14] applied the multi-objective optimization method to the optimization
of the design of a squirrel cage fan and achieved positive results. In addition, Safikhani
et al. [15], Abolfazl et al. [16] and Meng et al. [17] successfully applied a genetic algorithm, a
neural network algorithm and RSM, respectively, to different kinds of optimization designs
of fluid mechanical structures.

Among all the optimization methods mentioned above, the DOE-based RSM has the
advantage of a high computational efficiency, and it can effectively avoid local optimization.
In addition, the relationship between the response surface and the design variables can be
applied to the optimization process of the latter. Based on the method mentioned above,
Liu et al. [18] studied the relationship between the design variables and the pneumatic per-
formances of a centrifugal fan, where the total-pressure efficiency of the fan was increased
by about 5.0% after the optimization; the results were positive and effective. Therefore, the
fluid mechanical structure optimization method based on DOE is feasible.

The purpose of this paper was to explore and provide a more efficient structure
optimization design of an axial-flow cooling fan. During the exploration, the simulation
calculation method, CV analysis method and RSM based on the DOE method were all
employed. However, this method has not been widely used in the design of axial-flow
cooling fans used in car engines, and this was attempted in this paper.

The research results showed that the integrated optimization method was effective.
The optimal design method described above could effectively improve the pneumatic
performance and shorten the R&D cycle of cooling fan.

2. Simulation Method
2.1. Research Model

Based on the ideas provided in Refs. [1–3], the 3D model of the cooling fan was built
using the Catia software. During the modeling process, some unimportant hub structures
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were simplified (Ding et al. [2]). On the basis of the above, a simulation model of the
pneumatic performance of the cooling fan was established, which included five main areas
such as the inlet, outlet, rotating domain and data-monitoring surface. Then, all the areas
were meshed.

The duct simulation model was divided into five important parts, as shown in Figure 1.
The inlet position variable was the volumetric flow of air, which was variable according to
the experimental conditions. The outlet position variable was the atmospheric pressure
in free space. The cooling fan was located in the rotating domain. The static pressure and
power loss data of the fan were obtained by data post-processing. The air in the whole duct
was assumed to be incompressible. If the flow rate difference between the inlet and outlet
was less than 0.5%, the calculated results were considered as convergent.
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inlet and outlet domains were meshed as hexahedrons. The C1-ε and C2-ε values were 
1.44 and 1.92, respectively. The maximum orthogonal angle of the mesh was no greater 
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quality. The range of the y+ values for walls was 10.1~335.3. 

 

Figure 1. Simulation model of pneumatic performance of axial-flow cooling fan. 1—Inlet; 2—data
monitoring surface; 3—cooling fan; 4—rotating domain; 5—outlet.

Meshing the simulation model was one of the key steps in the numerical calculation.
As shown in Figure 2, hexahedral and tetrahedral meshes were chosen to reduce the
computational costs. In the model, the rotating domain was meshed as a tetrahedron, and
the inlet and outlet domains were meshed as hexahedrons. The C1-ε and C2-ε values were
1.44 and 1.92, respectively. The maximum orthogonal angle of the mesh was no greater
than 75◦, and the maximum extension ratio was less than 2.1, which ensured a high mesh
quality. The range of the y+ values for walls was 10.1~335.3.
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2.2. Simulation Settings

The object of this paper was a low-Mach-number axial-flow machine. In order to
improve the efficiency of the calculation and the speed of the steady calculation state, in
the premise of ensuring the numerical accuracy of the calculation results, the standard k-ε
turbulence model was applied to the simulation. The simulation process was carried out in
Ansys FLUENT14.0. The setting process of the simulation process is described as follows
(Ding et al. [2]):

• The fan was set in the rotating domain, and the other areas, such as inlet and outlet,
were set as static.
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• The default ambient temperature was 25 ◦C, the reference atmosphere air was steady,
and its pressure was 1 atm.

• During the simulation processes, the rotation domain in which cooling fan was located
was set at a 1500 r/min rotation speed. The time for one cycle was 0.04 s, the time step
was set at 0.0002 s, the solution step was 1000 and 5 rounds were simulated.

• The semi-implicit method for pressure linked-equations (SIMPLE) algorithm was
employed for the pressure–velocity coupling problem solution.

• The second-order upwind method was employed to discretize the continuity equation,
momentum equation and dissipation rate equation.

3. Simulation Method Verification
3.1. Experimental Test Bench

In order to verify the reliability of the simulation model, it was necessary to compare
and analyze the data from the tests and the numerical calculations. According to the
standard of GB-T1236-2000, an appropriate type of test bench was selected and built. In
this paper, a duct inlet and a free outlet of a C-type test bench was selected. The schematic
is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of axial-cooling fan test bench.

The cooling fan test bench was mainly composed of an air-flow duct, a cooling fan, a
driving motor and measuring instruments. Among them, the inlet duct mainly included a
current collector, air-loading plates, rectification grids and U-tube liquid pressure gauges.
An actual picture of the experimental device and the two tested fans (fan (a): cooling fan
within guiding fins, fan (b): without fins; the other shape parameters were all the same) are
shown in Figure 4, which was carried out in order to show that the pneumatic performance
of the cooling fan could be effectively improved by adding guiding fins.
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3.2. Experimental Results

The static pressure efficiency, ηsp, is an important index that is to evaluate the pneu-
matic performance of cooling fans. The data were calculated from the static pressure value,
psp, and the input power loss value, P. The formula is expressed as:

ηsp =
Pst

P
=

pspq
P

(1)

where Pst is the static pressure power (kW), which was obtained from the speed–torque
sensor, P is the input power (kW), which was the total power inputted from driving motor,
psp is the static pressure (Pa), which was calculated from the measured results of the U-type
pressure gauge and q is the volumetric flow rate (m3/s).

From Figure 5, it can be seen that the simulation values were close to the experimental
ones. As the simulation simplified the model and neglected the power and other losses
caused by the complex environment, the simulation value was higher. The maximum
deviation value did not exceed 8% between the tested and calculated results. Although
there were some errors, the general changing trend curves of the static pressure and
efficiency were the same as each other, and the reliability of the simulation model was
confirmed according to the explanation above.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Shape Comparison of Two Different Fans

As shown in Figure 6, the pneumatic performance of fan (b) was obviously better
than that of fan (a). As shown in Figure 6a, a meridian section was select and the velocity
contour profiles near the blade surface were observed. It can be seen that the radius of the
recirculation vortex was obviously reduced, and the center of the recirculation zone was
further away from the blade surface. This change directly affected the vortex distribution
around the fan blade. As shown in Figure 6b, both a positive and negative CV were
distributed on the leaf surface. After adding the guiding fins to the blade, the area of the
distribution of the negative CV was effectively reduced; thus, the average CV value was
increased. For these, the air flow capacity was improved, and the pneumatic performances
were both improved. The CV distribution pattern will directly affect the flow capacity of
a fan. The CV should be confined within the near-wall region as much as possible and
not be diffused into the main stream. If the flow capacity is improved and the blockage
is reduced, the positive CV should occupy a larger radial position, while the negative CV
should occupy a smaller radial position in order to improve the spatial moment.
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4.2. Guiding Fin Structure

As shown in Figure 7, the guiding fin was connected with two adjacent blades, and
it was designed to have two distinct large areas. In addition, it comprised two shape
parameters: height (H) and thickness (T). The height was defined as the distance between
the upper and lower edges, as shown. The value range of the structure parameter was
related to the axial projection width of the fan. The maximum value could not exceed the
width value, while the minimum value was 0 mm. The guiding fin had a uniform thickness
and a relatively simple definition. Its value range was related to the thickness of the blade.
The specific ranges of the two shape parameters are described in the following sections.
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4.3. CV Distribution Affected by H

In order to observe the influence of the height of the guide fins on the pneumatic
performance of the cooling fan, the CV distribution on the blade surface was obtained,
as shown in Figure 8. At the same flow rate, there were different vorticity values on the
blade surface, and the area of the positive CV distribution increased with the increase in
the fin height. When the numerical value of the H reached a certain level, the change was
no longer obvious, which was consistent with the qualitative analysis results of engineer-
ing experience.
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4.4. CV Distribution Affected by T

The guiding fin was a kind of thin plate structure, which had a similar shape to that
of a fin, and the T value was 60~90% of the thickness value of the fan blade. In this paper,
it was assumed that the guiding fin had uniform thickness and no chamfering design. In
order to observe the effect of the thickness of the guiding fin on the pneumatic performance
of the fan, the CV distribution on the blade surface was obtained, as shown in Figure 9. At
the same flow rate, the CV changed obviously only in the area near the guiding fin, but it
did not change in the other areas of the blade.
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5. Shape Optimization

In terms of the aerodynamic performance of the cooling fan, the guiding fins could
guide the air flow along the main stream, thus improving the pneumatic performance
of axial-cooling fan, but the quality of the fan increased when the guiding fins were
added, which meant that more driving power was required, thus increasing the power
loss. Therefore, the shape parameters of the guiding fin rib cannot be designed blindly.
In order to achieve the designed goal more effectively, it was necessary to introduce an
efficient variable optimization design method. In this research, the RSM based on the DOE
optimization method was employed to assist in the shape optimization design.

5.1. Establishing the Samples Points Space

In order to establish a more accurate proxy model, it was necessary to construct a
reasonable sample points space. Considering the range of the design variables and the costs
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of the calculation, an efficient sampling method based on the DOE (by the Latin hypercube
method) was employed. The sample points could be distributed uniformly in the design
space. The cooling fan used in this paper was mounted on an engineering vehicle with
a 420 mm diameter, a 115 mm axial projection width and a 7 mm blade thickness. The
height range of the guiding fin was 30~60 mm, and the thickness range was 3.0~6.0 mm.
As shown in Table 1, a sample space with a capacity of 30 was created. The static pressure
and power loss of all the fans were calculated by simulation, as shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Thirty sample points with different H and T values of guiding fins (mm).

No. H T No. H T No. H T

1 30.0 5.0 11 40.3 3.7 21 50.7 3.1
2 31.0 3.9 12 41.4 4.0 22 51.7 5.8
3 32.0 4.9 13 42.4 4.3 23 52.8 5.6
4 33.1 3.6 14 43.5 4.5 24 53.8 4.8
5 34.1 5.9 15 44.5 5.3 25 54.8 6.0
6 35.2 3.4 16 45.5 4.7 26 55.9 3.3
7 36.2 3.0 17 46.6 5.2 27 56.9 4.1
8 37.2 4.8 18 47.6 5.5 28 57.9 5.7
9 38.3 3.5 19 48.6 5.4 29 59.0 3.2

10 39.3 3.8 20 49.7 4.2 30 60.0 4.6

Table 2. Simulation results of 30 fans.

No.
Simulation Results

No.
Simulation Results

Psp/Pa P/kW η/% Psp/Pa P/kW η/%

1 1593.2 7.6 34.0 16 1634.9 7.7 34.7
2 1604.3 7.5 34.0 17 1634.5 7.9 34.8
3 1598.1 7.6 34.1 18 1638.3 7.9 34.8
4 1607.1 7.5 34.1 19 1641.1 7.8 34.9
5 1610.2 7.6 34.1 20 1649.6 7.8 35.0
6 1607.1 7.5 34.1 21 1639.3 7.9 34.9
7 1595.1 7.5 34.0 22 1652.3 8.0 35.1
8 1608.7 7.5 34.3 23 1650.1 8.0 35.2
9 1616.7 7.5 34.3 24 1651.3 7.9 35.3
10 1622.1 7.5 34.4 25 1660.9 8.1 35.3
11 1624.5 7.5 34.4 26 1652.2 7.8 35.3
12 1627.9 7.6 34.5 27 1658.4 7.9 35.4
13 1628.9 7.6 34.6 28 1654.5 8.0 35.5
14 1631.0 7.7 34.6 29 1650.7 7.9 35.4
15 1629.3 7.8 34.7 30 1652.8 7.9 35.6

Notes: η—static pressure efficiency; fan rotating speed—1500 rpm; air flow rate—5.7 m3/s.

5.2. Establishing the RSM Model

A polynomial RSM allows for relatively complex constrained objective optimization
functions to be constructed from simpler basis functions. Therefore, the polynomial RSM
was used to assist in the optimization design in this paper. The mathematical relationship
between the design variable, X, and the response surface function, y(X), can be expressed as:

y(X) =
N

∑
i=1

ai ϕi(X) (2)

where y(X) symbolizes the relationship between the pneumatic performance of the axial-
flow fan and the selected design variable’s vector. The coefficient value i was an undeter-
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mined value (i.e., could be set as 1, 2, . . . , N), which defined the number of polynomial
functions. The design variables x1 and x2 were denoted as H and T and were expressed as:

y = a0 + a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x1
2 + a4x2

2 + a5x1x2 + a6x1
3 + a7x2

3 (3)

The response surface vector variable Y can be expressed as:

Y = [y(X1), y(X2), y(X3), · · · , y(XL)]
T (4)

The coefficient vector A and the basis function matrix Φ were subsequently obtained as:

A = (a1, a2, a3, · · · aN ,)T (5)

Φ =


ϕ1(X1) ϕ2(X1) · · · ϕN(X1)
ϕ1(X2) ϕ2(X2) · · · ϕN(X2)

...
...

...
...

ϕ1(XL) ϕ2(XL) · · · ϕN(XL)

 (6)

A =
(

ΦTΦ
)−1

ΦTY (7)

In addition, the value of Y described in Equation (1) can be expressed in a matrix form:

Y = ΦA (8)

The results shown in Table 2 were introduced into Equation (1) and into the cubic
polynomial RSM of the static pressure. The values of the power loss and the static pressure
efficiency were obtained, respectively. The coefficients for each term are given in Table 3.

Table 3. RSM function terms and the corresponding coefficient values.

Terms
Psp P η

Coefficient Values

1 1156 18.25 32.51

H −20.69 −0.5931 −0.2761

T 464.0 −1.7548 3.0438

H2 0.5639 0.0139 0.0072

T2 −103.7 0.3766 −0.6456
HT −0.0212 −0.0008 1.1909
H3 −0.0044 −0.0001 −5.000
T3 7.5721 −0.0249 0.0449

The effectiveness of response surface model functions was evaluated using the correla-
tion coefficient (R2), root mean square error (SRMSE) and maximum relative error (QMARE).
If a response surface model function has a high prediction accuracy, the above evaluation
indexes should have the following characteristics: higher R2 value, lower SRMSE and QMARE
value. The calculation results of the error evaluation indicators for each model are shown
in the Table 4. It can be seen that the correlation coefficient of all the models was greater
than 0.9, and the root mean square and maximum relative value were close to 0, which
indicated that the RSM model established in this paper had a high fitness and reliability.
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Table 4. Evaluation results of the RSM model.

Response Surface Model
Validation Metric

R2 SRMSE QMARE

Psp 0.9909 0.0147 0.0467
P 0.9176 0.0319 0.0579
η 0.9357 0.0274 0.0368

5.3. Final Shape Optimization

Based on the above research results, the fan with guiding fins had a better air flow
ability. In a certain range, with the increase in the height and thickness of the fin, the
pneumatic performance of the fan was improved, but the fan power loss also increased
significantly. Therefore, the aim of the optimization design of the guiding fin structure is to
select a height and thickness of the fin that is reasonably within the predetermined power
loss range in order to greatly improve the static lift capacity of the cooling fan. Therefore,
the following optimization functions are given:

U(H, T) = Max
[
Psp(H, T), η(H, T)

]
(9)

which are subject to:
0 kW ≤ Pmax(H, T) ≤ 9.0 kW

30.0 mm ≤ H ≤ 60.0 mm
3.0 mm ≤ T ≤ 6.0 mm

The non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II, which can improve the
computational efficiency and convergence) was used to solve the optimization problem
described above. The sample space size was 30 and the number of iterations was set to 20,
and the optimal Pareto space was obtained, which is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 shows the Pareto and optimal solutions of the objective function. All the
solution points did not present any functional relationship but were in the form of scattered
points, which was consistent with engineering experience. After the optimization, the
height and thickness values of the guiding fins were set as 51.6 mm and 4.0 mm, respectively.

5.4. Validation

In order to verify the optimization results obtained above, fans equipped with four
other sets of different fin structure parameters were designed in this section for comparison.
The height and thickness of the guiding fins were arbitrarily set (not belonging to any
group shown in Table 1), and the shape parameter values of each are shown in Table 5.
Figure 11 shows the pneumatic performance simulation results of these five fans.

Table 5. Height and thickness values of four validation guiding fins (mm).

No. H T

1 53.0 4.0
2 53.7 3.5
3 46.4 4.0
4 60.6 4.6
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From Figure 11, not only were the static pressure and static pressure efficiency of the
fan optimized by the DOE-based RSM method both better than those of the other four fans
but the power loss also did not show the worst performance. By comparing the simulation
results, it was found that the fan static pressure efficiency varied from 2.1% to 3.0% when
the height of the guiding fin was changed by 12.5%, and the fan static pressure efficiency
varied from 2.1% to 3.0%, while the thickness of the guide fin was changed by the same
value, and the static pressure efficiency varied from 0.8% to 1.9%. The results showed
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that the static pressure lift capacity and the static pressure efficiency of the fan were more
sensitive to variations in the height of the guiding fin.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a simulation model of an axial-flow cooling fan with different guiding
fin structures was established, and the influence of the fin height and thickness on the
pneumatic performance of the fan was studied using the CFD software and the RSM
method. The conclusions were as follows:

1. The pneumatic performance of the axial-flow cooling fan was related to its struc-
ture. The flow ability of the blade could be improved by adding guide fins onto the
blade surface.

2. Two design variables, height and thickness, were defined in the optimization design of
the guide bar structure. It was found that the pneumatic performance of the axial-flow
fan was more sensitive to changes in the height of the guide fin, which provided good
engineering guidance for the design of the guide fin.

3. The pneumatic performance of the fan had no direct linear relationship with the two
shape variables. In order to obtain the best pneumatic performance of an axial-flow
fan, the optimal range of two variables should be considered.

4. The RSM method based on DOE was creatively applied to the shape optimization
design of the guide fin. Compared with the cooling fan without guiding fins, the static
pressure increased by 9.5%, the power loss increased by 1.7% and the static pressure
efficiency increased by 7.6% for the optimized cooling fan. The optimization results
were verified to prove the feasibility of the idea.
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